Nikita Mobile LLC was founded on 21st
august 2006 and still occupies a leading
position in the Armenian market
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Nikita Mobile company was founded in 21 August 2006 and till now
holds leading positions in Armenian market.

0909 all day information directory

SMS delivery
If you have a new company or brand
and you want to promote it, Nikita
Mobile LLC’s short messages (SMS)
delivery service SMSME will help you!
Within
a
few
seconds
Your
advertisement
will
reach
many
subscribers.

You can call 0909 all day information
directory at any time for information
issues and get a comprehensive
answer.

VIBER delivery
Starting from 2017 "Nikita Mobile"
company carries out legal delivery of
the messages to the users of Viber
application. Viber message allows you
to deliver extensive text and place the
desired image and link.
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Mobile ID is an effective tool for
personal (individual) identification
through mobile phone and for
signing
the
documents
with
electronic signature, without using
special equipment and ID card.

Nikita Mobile Company offers services of the following fields

RBT

RBT

Internet Video

Make the waiting time of your
costumers enjoyable by changing
your phone’s waiting ringtone
with your favorite song, modern
hit or funny expression.

If you have an official video
channel or a copyright of any
video, we can technically connect
your channel to famous videos
platform and you will get money
from every view.
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4car.am website
By registering on 4car.am site the
driver can get online notifications
and short messages (SMS) about
any traffic rule violations.

Management support system for multi-apartment buildings

Login.am is a universal web tool, created to regulate condominium and residents interaction. You
will no longer need the news and information posted on the elevator and the entrance walls.
By joining Login.am, every condominium will have the opportunity to create his own website, via
which will be in constant communication with the residents.

We offer call center. designed exactly for Your business, with the following services:
•
Conversation recording,
•
Data / statistics collection, entry, encoding,
•
Subscriber’s information registration,
•
Information transfer about existing problem to the appropriate department via e-mail,
•
Problem solving process management by the system coordinator and supervisor.

Fortune Cup is the mobile application via which real fortune-tellers make predictions based on the
pictures of coffee cups.
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Donation
Since 2009 our company is involved in numerous charity programs. We have
cooperated with various foundations, as well as have organized fundraising for
individuals.
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THANK YOU
Alek Manukyan 9, room 310, 0070, Yerevan, RA
Tel.:(+374) 010 512 888
info@nikita.am

